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Abstract: With the increasing utilization of plastic bottles in the fast-moving consumer goods industry,
the efficiency and accuracy of the bottle defect inspection process becomes very important for quality
assurance. Deep-learning-based inspection is accurate and robust, but at the same time data hogging
and computationally expensive. Thus, it is not feasible for fast inspection. Therefore, this paper
presents an efficient and fast machine-vision-based system for inspecting plastic bottle defects. The
system is composed of a chamber which has a camera and illuminators to capture high-resolution
images in controlled lighting conditions. Captured images are processed by using simple image
processing techniques to identify multiple defects such as seated cap, dents on the body and label
alignment on the plastic. The experimental results show that the proposed system is 95% accurate in
determining a range of bottle defects. It is highly feasible for fast inspection and does not require
high computation power and a large amount of training data.

Keywords: quality assurance; inspection system; plastic bottle defects; digital image processing

1. Introduction

Quality assurance (QA) is very important in product development and thus it is
necessary to prevent defects in manufactured products. It requires the thorough inspection
of a product before its dispatch [1]. Currently, QA relies on manual inspection which is
time consuming, error-prone and has integrity issues [2]. Alternately, automated systems
become a viable solution for inspecting different product defects in an error-free way [3].
Many industries, such as fast-moving consumer goods (fmcg), textile, food and beverages,
pharmaceuticals, etc., are now inclined to use such systems for quality inspection. The
highly sensitive part of the manufacturing industry is the packaging of their products where
bottles are mainly used for liquid products [4,5]. As they are non-fragile and light weight,
plastic bottles are currently preferred to glass bottles. Thus, an automated inspection system
for bottles is needed to detect defects without human intervention.

Bottle defect inspection techniques reported in the literature can be divided into
two groups: deep-learning-based techniques [6–10] and simple image processing-based
techniques [11–15]. Horputra et al. [6] utilized a deep learning model (Yolov3 and Inception-
Resnet-v2) on 254 images to detect bottle cap defects. Zhang et al. [7] proposed using a
method of selective mergence to carry out bottle defect detection, i.e., selecting a deep
learning model with the highest detection accuracy. The training and testing of bottle caps
was performed on 1736 images. Koodtalang et al. [8] proposed a convolutional neural
networks (CNN) model to detect the glass bottom defects. Bahaghighat et al. [9] also
proposed a CNN-based inspection of bottle cap defects. Defects were classified as normal
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cap, unfixed cap and no cap and the model was trained on 1200 images. Wang et al. [10]
also tested a CNN model with residual block using 332 images.

All of the above deep-learning-based techniques are very accurate but at the expense
of using computationally expensive algorithms and a large number of images for training
and testing the models. Simple image processing-based machine vision is another approach
reported by many researchers [11–15]. For glass bottle defect inspection, Fu et al. [11,12]
proposed using image processing techniques (i.e., grayscale, binarization, morphological
transformation, edge detection and threshold segmentation). Kumchoo et al. [13] proposed
a cap inspection system for pharmaceutical bottles with 84% safety ring detection accuracy
and 87% loose cap detection accuracy. Similarly, Xie et al. [14] detected the cap defect by the
distance measurement of the support ring and cap with an accuracy of 99%. Saad et al. [15]
detected the shape defects of glass bottles using image processing techniques (i.e., grayscale,
threshold, morphological transforms) to extract image features. These features were then
used as an input in the Naïve Bayes Classifier, which classified them on the basis of bottle
shape.

For fast inspection applications, deep-learning-based techniques [6–10] are not feasible
due to two main reasons: high computation power requirements and the need for a large
number of images for model training. Therefore, simple image processing-based machine
vision techniques [11–15] are good candidates for such applications. They can quickly and
accurately detect most of the defects without requiring a large amount of data. However,
most of them focused on a similar type of defect, mainly in glass bottles. With the increasing
utilization of plastic bottles across industries, the plastic bottle defect inspection process
has become very important. Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient and fast system
for inspecting plastic bottle defects. The system identifies a range of plastic bottle defects
by using simple image processing techniques with an overall accuracy of 95%, making it
very suitable for fast industrial inspection. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the proposed methodology and Sections 3 and 4 present the results and
conclusion, respectively.

2. Proposed Methodology

The proposed plastic bottle inspection system comprises a testbed as shown in Figure 1.
It has a camera, illuminators and a rotating station. An autofocused camera is mounted on
a flexible pod to adjust the camera height according to bottle size. Illuminators adjust the
intensity of the light to obtain clear images in a controlled lighting environment. Finally,
the rotating station is used for capturing images from different sides of the bottle by using
a single camera. All acquired images are then fed to the image processing framework as
shown in Figure 2. First, the region of interest (ROI) of the images is extracted and then
passed to particular inspection processes. The results obtained by the inspection algorithms
will decide to accept or reject the bottle. Inspection algorithms for caps, dents and labels
are explained in detail below.
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Figure 2. Proposed framework for inspection process.

2.1. Cap Inspection

The proposed cap inspection algorithm identifies if a bottle cap is properly seated
or not, as shown in Figure 3a. First, the ROI, composed of a blue cap from the upper
portion of the bottle, is extracted by using hard threshold and binarization. Harris’ corner
detector technique [16] is applied for detecting the corners of the cap. After detecting the
corners, the reference line is drawn to join extreme corner points. The distance is calculated
to distinguish whether the cap is seated or not by comparing the distance with known
threshold value of the seated cap.
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2.2. Dent Inspection

For dent detection, the image is first converted into a grayscale and then a gray-level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) function with nine different gray levels was applied for
enhancing dent region/s. Next, the image is converted into a binary form through pre-
calculated hard thresholding in which white pixels represent the dent area and black pixels
represent the no-dent area. Finally, the bounded box is created around the identified dented
area by calculating the minimum and maximum values of the dented region, as shown in
Figure 3b.

2.3. Label Inspection

Label alignment on the bottle is detected by checking the skewness of the label with
respect to the perfectly aligned label on the bottle. First, the canny edge detector is deployed
to obtain the strong edges of the label. Then, a full scan of the image is carried out to remove
any unwanted pixels which may not constitute the edge. Distance between the minimum
and maximum points on two edges of the label is calculated and compared with the un-
defected label. If both are parallel, then the distance would be zero and the sticker is
aligned, otherwise it is a misaligned label, as shown in Figure 3c.
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3. Results

The proposed algorithm has been tested on multiple defected bottles to validate the
results and check the accuracy of the proposed system. Table 1 illustrates the accuracy of
the tested results. The cap defect detection algorithm has detected the defects correctly
with no false detection. However, out of 20 bottles, the dent defect detection algorithm
detects 18 defects correctly. Similarly, one false detection occurred for a label defect for
an unlabeled bottle with no region to detect the label edges. Overall, the accuracy of the
system is 95%. Table 2 compares our results with previously proposed algorithms [11–15]
and shows that our algorithm is effective for a range of plastic bottle defects.

Table 1. Experimental results on the basis of proposed inspection algorithms.

List of Defects No. of Defected
Bottles

Correct
Detection

False
Detection Accuracy

Cap Defect 30 30 0 100%
Dent Defect 20 18 2 90%
Label Defect 15 14 1 93%

Table 2. Results comparison.

Work Product Defect Results % Limitations

[11] Glass bottle Crack 97.3% For glass bottle,
bottom surface only

[12] Glass bottle
Crack

96%
For glass bottle,

mouth surface onlyMissing edge
Dirt

[13] Glass bottle Loose Cap 87% For glass bottle,
loose cap only

[14] Plastic bottles Loose Cap 99% For loose cap only

[15] Plastic bottles Shape of bottle 100% For bottle shape only

Proposed
Work

Plastic bottles
Cap

95%
Inspects the complete

bottle for multiple defectsDent
Label

4. Conclusions

An automated defect inspection system for quality assurance is proposed for the
plastic bottle manufacturing industry. This system inspects the most frequently occurring
defects of the bottle by using machine vision. All these defects can be detected with highly
advanced AI-based algorithms for more efficient results, but on the availability of a large
amount of data and computation power. The proposed system is a portable and cost-
efficient system which can be used in small industries without disturbing their production
line. Furthermore, the system can be used by other large-scale industries for in-line product
inspection by replacing its camera with high-speed industrial cameras and integrating
fast processors.
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